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EDGAR FAQs 
Frequently Asked Questions Regarding EDGAR 

Q.  If my purchase has a contract associated with it, for example, Arey Jones, do I still need to 
get additional quotes to support my purchase request? 

 
A. No. The District purchases Lenovo computer products from Arey Jones.  The contract was already 

competitively bid, which does not require additional competition (quotes). 
 
Q. What does the quote need to capture? 

A.  A complete, adequate and realistic specification or description of goods or services available.  
 

Q.  For Expenditures between $10,000 and $90,200, do routine maintenance and repair services 
require two quotes?  

A. Yes. Routine maintenance and repair services require two quotes for each service contract between 
$10,000 and $90,200.  This can mean requesting at least two contractors to provide quotes, utilizing 
past quotes for same-trade work, and/or researching the prevailing wage rate for the trade you are 
requesting to contract for, and determining a fair margin for profit.  

Q. Does EDGAR only apply to Federal purchases under $10,000? 

A. EDGAR regulations is applicable to Federally purchased items, however, San Diego Unified requires 
that regardless of the funding source, the two quote rule applies for purchases.  

Q. Is this for all funding types or just for general fund orders?  I work a lot with bond funding 
and just want to make sure that I do this if it applies to bond funding as well. 

A. This requirement is for all expenditures between $10,000 and $90,200, regardless of the type of 
funding used to procure the goods or services.  

Q. Does the Purchase Request always need to be made to lowest contractor or supplier? 

A. Not necessarily.  If you are making your purchase request to the contractor or vendor who is not 
priced at the lowest rate, document why you are choosing the alternate contractor or supplier.  

Q. When does this policy take effect? 

A. This Federal Regulation took effect on June 20, 2018. 

Q. If I want to enter into an Agreement/Contract with a company to provide training for services 
above $10,000, does this policy apply?  If so, what is needed and how should two quotes be 
obtained? 

A. You should perform a general cost analysis. This means evaluating the separate cost elements that 
make up the total price (including profit); price analysis generally means evaluating the total price; 
and profit must be negotiated separately for these agreements/contracts.  An internet search can be 
performed to determine the typical rates for that type of consultant, and/or send the proposal to 
additional firms that are capable of providing the same or similar services.  Document this research 
and attach it to your service request.  
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